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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
All planned events listed here are expected to take 

place, but there is absolutely no guarantee that they 

will. Therefore the dates are for planning purposes 

only. We will continue to update the calendar, 

based firmly on government guidelines at the time 

and any supplementary advice from the VMCC. You 

can be assured that the health and welfare of 

section members will be our only priority. 

 

PAST EVENTS 
Monday 7th Dec - Thursday 10th Dec. Brightwells 6th 

Timed Online Auction of Classic Cars & Motorcycles. 

As we predicted, the immaculate 1926 Ariel Model 

“A” featured in issue 55, fell £1,000 short of its over 

optimistic lower estimate, whilst reaching an 

eminently reasonable £7,250. 

  
This handsome 1966 650SS Norton Dominator also 

failed to reach its lower estimate, with bidding 

ending at £4,000. Both sales are “Provisional” as we 

go to press. To see the final prices of all machines in 

the catalogue, go to the Brightwells website. 

 

Friday & Sat 11th & 12th Dec. - Bonhams “Winter” Sale 

including The National Motorcycle Museum Reserve 

Collection 

We’ve featured several lots from this auction in 

previous issues. Barry Sheene’s helmet was 

wiithdrawn from the sale, but Percy Tait’s  leathers 

made £5,887 and his TT replica  £1,047. The beautiful 

1934 Morgan MX2 Super Sport sold for a mid-estimate 

£37,760 whilst the highly original 1914 BSA 

Combination cost its new owner £18,800. The well 

presented Norton JPS Commando made a very 

strong £14,340 and the smart T125 Suzuki “Stinger” 

£4,484. The 1929 Cotton Jap, which required several 

parts to complete made a respectable £15,340.  

In the “Tale of two Broughs” that we featured, the 

shiny 1936 SS100 was the most expensive bike of the 

day at £283,200 and the very definitely not shiny 1937 

1,096cc 11-50hp Special – designated “for 

restoration”, made an unsurprising £59,000.  

 
This “must-have” 1924 1300cc Henderson De-luxe 4 

soared past its modest guide price of £30,000 to 

make £49,560. Bargain of the day was probably the 

£9,440 paid for a 1931 Ariel square four 4F replica, 

which was almost indistinguishable from the real 

thing. Still requiring a little work to finish and that 

elusive V5C, it was a cheap entry into the exclusive 

pre-war Square 4 club. Who would know it wasn’t 

“kosher” and more importantly would you care? All 

the above prices include buyer’s commission and 

the 20% VAT on that commission. 

For full details go to the Bonhams website.  

 

FUTURE EVENTS 
Thursday Dec 17th (re-arranged from Nov 19th) – 

Section AGM and election of officers. 7:30 p.m.  

This will be a “Zoom” meeting open to current VMCC 

members living in our Section’s postcode areas. An 

information pack has been emailed and the 

instructions of how to join the event will be availble 

before the meeting. We have used a new “members 

only” mailing list for this event. If you have not 

received the info pack qnd you are a paid up VMCC 

member, let us know and we will add you to the list. 

 

Saturday, 19th December 2020 H&H Motorcycle 

auction - National Motorcycle Museum, Coventry 

Road, Bickenhill, Solihull, B92 0EJ commencing 12:00

 



 

 

Mixed up amongst the mighty Broughs and the 

splendid Vincents there are a few unpretentious litle 

gems. As we’re on the point of leaving Europe, we 

no longer have to pretend that there haven’t been 

some nice motorcycles made on those foreign 

shores. What is there not to like about this sweet 1949 

100cc Terrot MT349? Not quite complete, offered 

without reserve and………foreign. You could grab 

yourself a bargain and a souvenier of 47 years of 

“Entente Cordial”. You will find the full catalogue by 

following this link. 

https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/details/192-

national-motorcycle-museum/?au=485 

 

Saturday 26th December – The Brass Monkey Ride – 

The Moon at Mordiford - HR1 4LW – 11:00 a.m. start. 

 
We are determined to see this event happen this 

year, whilst still observing whatever Government 

guidelines are in force at the time. If it is not possible 

to use the Moon, we will find alternative parking in 

the vicinity. 

Mike Bertenshaw, Chris Lawton-Smith and Roger 

Bibbings have been working on a new route which 

will avoid the “grittier” sections of previous years.  

 

CLASSIC DIRT BIKE SHOW  
Organisers have taken the sensible view here and 

assumed that holding the show on its traditional 

February date is unlikely to work and have moved it 

to Sat 15th & Sun 16th May 2021. Sadly this clashes 

with our first ever Trail ride, so, as the Saturday is the 

better day to visit the show, we have moved the Trail 

ride to Sunday May 16th. 

The Show will be held at its usual Telford venue and, 

if you feel optimistic, or you  just want to assure 

yourself that there is a motorcycling future, you can 

even book a ticket or an autojumble pitch by 

following this link.  

https://www.classicdirtbikeshow.co.uk/ 

 

THE BRISTOL CLASSIC BIKE SHOW 
That other early season favourite, The Bristol Classic 

Bike show has been moved to July 24th & 25th . It will 

be at its usual venue, The Royal Bath & West 

Showground, Shepton Mallet, BA4 6QN, which as 

anyone who has visited will tell you is nowhere near 

Bristol!  

 

STAFFORD CLASSIC BIKE SHOWS 

The planned dates for 2021 are 24th & 25th April and 

9th & 10th October. Who knows whether they will be 

allowed to take place and if they do, how many of 

us will we be able to attend? 
Are we likely to see a spectacular return with huge 

crowds eager to spend their money, or will the 

bubble have burst? I for one look forward to their 

return. 

UNDER £1000 
Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to 

run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and all 

VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)  

A brace of Hondas enliven this issue. Advertised on 

both Gumtree and Facebook Market Place, this 1987 

VT500E comes with 12 months MOT (with no 

advisories) and has covered just 36,000 miles.

 
It wasn’t everyone’s cup of tea when it was 

launched as a replacement to the CX range, but it 

soon became a despatch riders’ favourite – always 

a good sign. Described by ‘Bike Advice’ as “Simple, 

cheap, economical, and incredibly reliable”, it 

wears its’80s styling well.  

The VFR is one of Honda’s great gifts to the two-

wheeled world. A genuine all-rounder, but with 

Superbike performance, it is a bike everyone should 

own at some time. Avoid the 750F model from 1989, 

for which there is no replacement exhaust, and the 

later 800s and you will have a bike for life. The 

effortless V4 engine offers 102BHP, tractor like torque 

and a terminal velocity of 148 mph. 

https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/details/192-national-motorcycle-museum/?au=485
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/details/192-national-motorcycle-museum/?au=485
https://www.classicdirtbikeshow.co.uk/


 

 

   
This 750 FM from 1991, with 48,000 miles on the clock, 

is offered on eBay for just £895. It has had a recent oil 

and filter change, a brand new front tyre and comes 

with 10 months MOT.  
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual 

selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We 

have not verified any of the details vendors have used in 

their advertsing – that must be your responsibility 

 

 
HEATED GLOVES – by John Munday 
“I bought my heated gloves after a Facebook chat 

with another motorcyclist. He'd had his RST 

Thermotech gloves for 2 years without a problem. 

They solve the problem that heated grips have - 

warm palms and cold back of hand and fingers. 
 As this model of glove has been discontinued they 

were in the sale bin at £150 rather than £190 - not 

cheap, but good waterproof winter gloves aren't 

cheap either. Anyway, I've decided to stop saving 

up for my old age. 

TO TETHER OR NOT TO TETHER 

Heated gloves seem to 

be of two types - those 

that use the battery of 

your motorcycle 

(tethered) and those 

with built in batteries. I 

decided against 

tethered gloves 

because I use several 

motorcycles. The photo 

shows the batteries, the 

charger connections and the pocket they fit into in 

the glove. Those who ride motorcycles with poor 

charging systems would benefit from the 

independent power source. 

 
I've used them for a cold damp week now and have 

no buyer's remorse. The latest charge lasted for 75 

miles - slowish miles on a 125cc bike, no handlebar 

muffs. The gloves have three heat settings and I had 

them on the lowest for about 75% of the time. Whilst 

in a shop for 10 minutes I left them in my topbox and 

kept them switched on. I rode for 1 h 15 mins one very 

cold day, my trip took me through snow covered Mid 

Wales high ground. I kept the gloves on the high 

setting and my hands stayed warm. I did a desktop 

test. I switched the fully charged gloves on at the 

middle setting. One glove went off at 2 hours 45 

minutes. The other lasted 3 hours. 

On my bike with muffs fitted they will probably remain 

on the low setting all of the time. They are bulky - but 

so are my non-heated winter gloves. I haven't tested 

their waterproof property yet as I've only used them 

in light rain.” 

As they say………”Other heated gloves may be 

available” 

 

THE LATEST COVID UPDATE 
Following the latest government COVID regulations, 

COMO (the Coalition of Motorcycling Organisations) 

has updated its guidance for motorcyclists.  COMO 

emphasise that motorcycling offers a more COVID 

secure way to undertake essential and permitted 

journeys than public transport or car sharing. They 

advise that in England’s Tiers 1 and 2 up to six person, 

short group rides, can be undertaken. In Tier 3 riding 

is restricted to a solo experience, or with one other 

person. In tandem with wider national guidelines, 

travelling between tiers is discouraged unless there’s 

a specific reason to do so. There is detail to consider, 

and COMO point out that all necessary COVID 

security measures should be observed. The updated 

advice document gives this information in detail.  

Useful links are included to relevant government 

website pages and the postcode checker to see 

what tier is in place in any location. 

RIDERS MUST SHOW GOOD JUDGEMENT 

Co-author of the document and section secretary, 

Roger Bibbings says:  

“We are keen to emphasise that riders must show 

good judgement.  We are far enough into this crisis 

that I believe we all understand the risks and how this 

virus passes from one person to the next.  It seems to 

me that the guidance is increasingly moving toward 

individuals making sound personal judgement calls 

based on this knowledge.  Whilst we may need to 

curtail or postpone some of our longer, more 

adventurous riding, there is no real reason why we 

cannot continue to get much enjoyment from our 



 

 

bikes so long as we remain COVID safe and stick 

within the rules where we live.” 

POLICE SUPPORT 

Kevin Mulligan, speaking on behalf of the National 

Police Chiefs Council (NPCC) and the lead for 

motorcycling said “We fully support this common 

sense messaging.  There is no wish to stop riders 

getting as much from riding as possible, whether that 

be for essential travel or recreation.  As riders – and I 

too am a rider – we just need to show a degree of 

constraint and good judgement.  Stay safe, stay 

sensible and enjoy the ride.” 

The updated COVID-19 Riding Guidelines can be 

found here: https://bit.ly/COMOV4 

  

 
Norton Motorcycles have promised to reveal their 

new V4SS before the end of the year . 

 
Limited to just 200 machines, the new Norton V4 SS, 

in Norton’s own words…”Re-defines the British 

Superbike as you know it. This hand built state of the 

art bike has been developed at the Isle of Man TT, 

the world’s toughest racetrack, and redefined for the 

road. Elegantly styled carbon fibre body work, all 

new 1200cc, 72 degree V4 engine, race developed 

front and rear shocks ready for you to experience the 

exquisite ride.”  

CAN YOU AFFORD IT? 

Norton have been doing and saying all the right 

things since they were born again under their new 

Indian ownership earlier this year. Let’s hope that this 

time the hype matches the reality. If you want one, 

you must provide your personal details for their 

consideration……..and the price – there isn’t one at 

the moment. You know what they say, “If you have 

to ask then you can’t afford it.” 

 

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG 
“ It was 1959; I was thirteen years old and mad keen 

on football, but had an inkling that motorbikes were 

pretty cool because a sixteen-year-old down the 

road who fancied my sister had a D1 Bantam that 

did 50mph.   

I used to read Charles Buchan’s Football Monthly 

rather than Dickens’ Hard Times and other prescribed 

English Lit homework, and one day there appeared 

in the magazine a glossy ad for a BSA Bantam Super.  

It was the most amazing thing I had ever seen in my 

short life and I was in love.  

That weekend I rode my pushbike into town to see if 

I could gaze on an 

example of said 

Bantam.  The first 

dealer I reached 

was really a 

bicycle shop, but 

there was a 

Bianchi Gardena 

in the window.  

Nice, but not a 

Bantam Super.  

Next stop, another 

dealer displayed a 

98cc New Hudson 

autocycle; well, it 

had two wheels 

and an engine.  At 

a second-hand shop of all places I spied what I later 

learned was a Ducati Silverstone, shabbily leaning up 

against a load of old furniture and tat, but the 

window was dirty and the shop was shut.  It sure 

seemed prettier than a Bantam, despite the dust, 

and I was intrigued.  Last stop was the local branch 

of King’s of Oxford where there was indeed a D7 

Bantam.  But in an extension to the showroom (which 

incidentally became a tyre depot, just like the 

original Ace Caff) sat two Ducati Elites.   

STAN HAILWOOD – DUCATI IMPORTER 

To secure a 125 GP racer for Mike (on which he won 

the 1959 Ulster GP), Stan Hailwood had negotiated a 

deal to import Ducati road bikes into the UK (via an 

undistinguished unit in a side street round the back of 

King’s of Manchester). 

 
I sat on one of the Elites, crouched low over the 

jellymould tank, and felt as if I had won the TT by a 

mountain mile.  The Bantam suddenly looked like Ena 

Sharples and the two Elites like Sophia Loren and 

Brigitte Bardot.  I noticed a stern gaze from the King’s 

salesman and scurried out, clutching as I went a sales 

brochure which assured me that the Ducati 175 

Sports Tuned Silverstone was capable of 95mph….So 

it would have to be a Ducati for me. 

But I was, after all, only thirteen.  I started looking in 

the local evening paper for a second-hand 

motorbike.  By the time I was fourteen I was the proud 

possessor of a £25 Triumph Terrier to which I fitted Ace 

bars, followed by a £15 Bantam Major and a £5; 98cc 

https://bit.ly/COMOV4


 

 

Excelsior, all of which were thrashed mercilessly 

round the small back garden.  By trial and error I was 

learning the basics of riding a motorbike and 

enjoying every minute. 

A NEW 250CC DUCATI DAYTONA 

I saved my pocket money and got myself a part-time 

job delivering greengroceries after school and at 

weekends, on a carrier bicycle with flat tyres and no 

brakes, and when I was still fifteen I joined the local 

RAC/ACU training scheme, being ever so slightly 

mendacious about my age, and passed the course.  

By the time I was sixteen I had accumulated £75, the 

deposit on a new 250cc Ducati Daytona, which by 

then had replaced the Elite and Silverstone in the 

Ducati line-up.  The Bank of Mum and Dad, which 

could ill afford it, agreed to pay the HP.  

 
My Nan bought me a pair of boots, I had saved 

enough for a PVC jacket, a basic pudding basin 

helmet, and the cheapest goggles and gauntlets 

money could buy. 

AVOIDED THE BUS 

On my sixteenth birthday I walked over a mile to 

King’s in my new gear, handed over 75 pound notes, 

and the stern salesman kick-started the Daytona and 

left me to it.  Maybe he didn’t want to witness this 

spotty youth stuffing a brand new bike straight into a 

39 bus.  I wobbled down the street at the side of 

King’s and feared that I could never master this 

rocketship, but I had a few more goes and then 

made it safely home, never getting further than third 

gear, but avoiding the bus. 

CANED IT REMORSELESSLY 

My parents were pious Christians and I was required 

to attend church three times on a Sunday and once 

on a Wednesday night.  During the sermons I used to 

draw Ducatis and got quite good at it.  The longer 

the sermon, the more accomplished I became.  It so 

happened that my sixteenth birthday was on a 

Wednesday (in winter) and so I journeyed to church 

in the dark on my brand new Daytona.  There was ice 

on the roads and down I went, reducing the already 

acute angle of the left clip-on.  I pushed the bike to 

the church, where my brother-in-law, a hefty 

bricklayer, yanked the bar back to its correct 

position.  Two weeks later White Van Man knocked 

me off and put me in hospital, and my bike went 

back to King’s, who then took the best part of six 

months to knock it straight.  The speedo read just 98 

miles.  In the meantime, I borrowed a Tiger Cub 

(terrific bike) from the RAC/ACU scheme, and 

passed my test. I eventually got the Daytona back, 

fell off it again a couple of times, and caned it 

remorselessly wherever I rode it.  I didn’t know it at the 

time, but that is the best way to treat a Ducati single. 

OFF TO ABERDEEN AND A FOREIGN LANGUAGE 

By the age of seventeen I had applied myself to the 

works of Dickens, and also of Goethe, Moliere and 

Ovid, and rode the Daytona (now with 5000 miles on 

the clock) to Aberdeen, where I was to spend the 

next three years studying at the university.  The 

journey took me twelve hours and was without 

incident, although the bike coughed a bit over the 

heights of Shap Fell.  I asked a policeman for 

directions in Edinburgh and didn’t understand a 

word he said.  But I became a man during my time 

at Aberdeen and so ends this story! 

95 MPH – REALLY? 

To this day, I still ride Ducatis.  Oh, and the sales 

brochure told a bare-faced lie about the 95mph 175 

– it’ll do about 80 downhill, and I know because I’ve 

got one.” 

 

Mick White 

THE FIRST DRACULA RALLY OF TRANSYLVANIA 
We are indebted to Paul Jameson for this article on 

his fascinating journey through Europe to the 

“Dracula” Rally in Romania. It has appeared 

previously in the Ariel Owners Club Magazine 

“Cheval de Fer”. 

Part 3

 
….”Around this time I sneaked a glance at the side 

of the road to see a round timber house which I 

swear is the original pattern for Hagrid’s house in the 

Harry Potter films. In protest, the Healey oiled No 2 

plug ogain.  

No 2. 

EVEN UGLIER THAN MIDDLESBROUGH? 

At last, as the light was fading, we arrived at the 

outskirts of Turda. Relaxing slightly we were rudely 

awakened by the last 300 yards of the road suddenly 

degenerating into nothing more than a series of 

unfilled potholes. I was probably doing a fast 35mph 

at the time. Turning into Turda we rode up through 

the town past what is probably the ugliest industrial 

complex I have ever seen. South Bank in 

Middlesbrough was pretty in comparison. We 

dropped of the ladies at our hotel, the Potassia, then 



 

 

booked into the rally HQ in the pride of the town, the 

Dracula hotel where the bikes were parked up.  

WHAT NO CURTAINS? 

Meanwhile, the ladies had booked into the Potaissa.  

 
In the hotel restaurant, tastefully styled in the manner 

of a cheap café from the 1960’s, we found several 

other rallyists. All thought the roads were poor but 

none had come in from due west down the gorge 

road as we had. However, we heard that the run 

planned for the following day was now no longer to 

feature the gorge road since the local who tested it 

out had fallen off and broken several ribs! We were 

all shattered so an early night was called for. As we 

entered the hotel room Maggie said “I’m going 

straight to bed, draw the curtains can you Paul?” My 

reply could only be “No I can’t – there aren’t any 

curtains!” Maggie was not impressed but at least we 

had a shower curtain, something which Ian and Jane 

hadn’t got either. 

HARRY POTTER BROOMSTCIK KITS 

Jane insisted on visiting the market the following 

morning to buy some materials from which she could 

make curtains but from which the hotel cleaner 

could subsequently make clothes. The market was 

full of superb looking vegetables which curiously 

never seemed to appear on the hotel menu where 

we were treated to what was, no doubt, the luxury of 

meat dishes. Ian had to have ‘vegetarian’ chicken. 

Also available in the market were a fine range of 

broomsticks of the type used by witches or in Harry 

Potter films.  

Interestingly, a group of schoolchildren went past, 

each carrying such a broomstick……. 

THE HOTEL DRACULA 

Entering the car park of the Dracula hotel I spotted a 

girl who used to work for me when I lived in 

Lincolnshire. I had known she was on the rally. The 

surprise was a man who came up to me and said 

“You used to live in Bardney, didn’t you?” Strange to 

travel to the other side of Europe only to meet for the 

first time someone who used to live in the same 

village, population about 500. There were a total of 

about 70 Brits on the rally, most of whom were riding 

modern BMW enduro type bikes. We had the luxury 

of filling up every hotel in town whilst the several 

hundred Romanians whose rally we had joined were 

camped a couple of miles outside the town. 

Romania is trying to encourage tourism and the 

Dracula hotel is a new building which makes the 

most of Dracula’s role model, a less than charming 

person known as Vlad the Impaler.  

 

To celebrate the history of this character the hotel 

rooms are decorated accordingly, one of the 

highlights being a mural of Vlad impaling a child on 

the wall of the dining room. For some unknown 

reason, the Brits preferred to eat outside on the patio 

or in a covered area where the worst decoration was 

the occasional stuffed bear or stag’s head. 

STREET RACE 

The highlight of the rally was to be racing through the 

streets of Turda by rallyists on closed roads. 

Apparently Turda was a regular venue for street 

racing in pre – communist days but 2006 was the first 

such event since about 1946. As such, it was 

broadcast live on Romanian television. Now call me 



 

 

over cautious if you wish, but I didn’t feel inclined to 

take part in the racing. I was concerned over the 

danger that an over enthusiastic rider might bring me 

off the bike and if medical attention was required – 

our travel insurance specifically excluded cover for 

motorcycle racing.  

 
But as we went down for breakfast on the Saturday 

morning the preparations were in full swing. A line of 

striped plastic tape ran from lamp post to lamp post 

to protect the crowds from the racing machines. I 

counted 14 old tyres placed strategically at corners 

to protect riders who may have the misfortune to fall 

off. As we went back up from breakfast, cables had 

appeared down the corridor. They passed the door 

to our room but went into Ian and Jane’s room, the 

door of which had been thoughtfully left open by the 

hotel staff when the cables were installed. They went 

into the bathroom, out through the window and 

connected into a street light outside. This was the 

power source for the outside broadcast television 

cameras, provided simply and at an economical 

cost! 

We limited ourselves to joining in the parade of bikes 

around and through the town. The streets were 

closed to normal traffic and the pavements 

crowded with people anxious to see the best of 

western motorcycles along with a horde of the local 

variety. It was certainly the most the most impressive 

parade I have ridden in. Returning to the Dracula, we 

met one of the BMW enduro riders, complete with 

bandaging covering a two inch long cut in the back 

of his head. He had been to the camping site the 

previous evening to see the rock bands. Walking 

back, he and another lad had stepped back to 

avoid a car approaching in the pitch dark. Both had 

fallen about 15 feet into a fast flowing river with water 

about chest high. Our injured friend had struck his 

head on the way down. Fortunately, the car driver 

had seen what happened and took them to hospital 

once they had been fortunate enough to fish 

themselves out of the river. Apparently, the hospital 

looked to be about 1930 standard but the care was 

first class. Incidentally, our injured friend was last seen 

heading for Bulgaria……alone. 

NO MORE CHEESE 

It is, of course, possible to have too much of a good 

thing so we decided to return to the comforts of the 

EEC a day early. After the experiences of the road 

into Turda we rose early in anticipation of a difficult 

day. Maggie had enjoyed a huge chunk of cheese 

with her bread for breakfast on our first day at the 

Potaissa. On the second this was down to a couple 

of slices. On the third and final morning there was no 

cheese – she had already eaten the hotel stocks! We 

packed the bikes outside the hotel and returned the 

keys to reception. Typically, two ladies were on 

reception duty. One was cheerful, smiled and tried 

her best to be helpful. The other scowled, grunted 

and generally gave the distinct impression that she 

felt the hotel had suffered greatly since the fall of 

communism. Perhaps her family had been high 

ranking officials in communist days. 

PROSPERITY IN HUNGARY 

By 9-30 we were ready to depart, knowing that the 

first 30km to Cluj-Napoca was over a relatively good 

road. Amazingly, this continued all the way out of 

Romania to Oradea and, cruising at 55mph or so it 

was an easy ride. Just why those who rode in that 

way thought it difficult I do not know. We rode on 

through Hungary to Debrecen and stopped for 

lunch. The contrast with Romania was stark. Instead 

of shabby buildings, potholed roads and beggars 

there was prosperity and flowers in the clean and 

well maintained streets. In fact, so clean were they 

that I worried about the couple of drips of oil from the 

Healey. 

LUXURY HOTEL IN KOSICE 

We had, of course, known that Romania may be 

somewhat lacking in home comforts and so Ian and 

Jane had booked us all into an expensive luxury hotel 

near Kosice in the Slovak Republic for the night. The 

satnav system failed to find even the road to the 

hotel but assistance was forthcoming from a passer 

by, eager to make use of his knowledge of the English 

language. 

 
We arrived hot and weary so the ladies booked in 

while Ian and I rode through the electrically 

operated gates to the car park. The hotel was 

immaculate and it was a delight to walk on carpet 

featuring underlay beneath it. As we turned the 

corner of the corridor both ladies exclaimed 

simultaneously “They clean the rooms here!” A 

cleaner’s trolley laden with fresh towels and sheets 



 

 

had been sighted. In our three nights in Romania 

there had been no evidence of cleaners visiting our 

rooms (apart from taking cables through to connect 

to streetlights of course). In fact, so clean was the 

hotel that Ian and Jane borrowed a brush with which 

to remove the mud of Romania from the bottom of 

their detachable panniers.  

VEGETARIAN CHICKEN!! 

Maggie and I made do with our plastic carrier bags, 

leaving our panniers, once yellow but now a shade 

of mud brown over oily smoke black on the Healey. 

Within minutes Maggie was in a bath, followed by 

having a massage, followed by dinner. At last we 

had a really good meal with quality wine to wash it 

down. In the mood to splash out we went for the 

best, ending with a bill which looked huge. 

Conversion to English money revealed a total cost of 

about £30 for the four of us. Ian, once more, chose 

‘vegetarian’ chicken. “I thought you were 

vegetarian” said Jane in a stern manner. “I am”, said 

Ian “but I just fancied the chicken”.     

“TURN LEFT AND YOU’LL FIND IT IN 5 MINUTES.” 

As we arrived in Kosice, the Healey had gone onto 

reserve fuel. So we asked the very helpful (and very 

pretty, blonde) receptionist where the nearest petrol 

station was before leaving the following morning. She 

assured us that if we went down the road and turned 

left at the bottom we would find it within 5 minutes. 

As that road was the way we wanted to go this was 

indeed convenient. We followed an excellent road 

up a winding wooded valley over the top of the hill 

into another beautifully unspoilt valley beyond. In 

fact, so unspoilt was this valley that of the promised 

petrol station there was no sign. After a couple of 

unsuccessful deviations up likely looking side roads 

there was nothing for it but to let Ian and Jane search 

for the filling station while Maggie and I soaked up 

the sunshine.  

POLICE ROAD BLOCK 

Eventually they rang to say they had found one, 

about 10 miles further on. Doubting we would have 

the fuel to go so far we set off, cutting the engine 

and using gravity power on the downhill sections. 

Nearing the top of a rise, the inevitable happened 

and we came to a halt in a layby. I rang Ian on the 

mobile and he promised to bring some petrol. Back 

to soaking up the sun, or so we thought. A couple of 

minutes later, armed Police arrived and promptly set 

up a road block just Ian and Jane’s side of where we 

had stopped. They proceeded to pull in cars at 

random, checking their boots and any loads carried 

on the back seats. Ian and Jane duly rode through 

with the petrol can and so we replenished the 

Healey, quietly advising our companions of quite 

what the Police were checking. Clearly it wasn’t 

English motorcyclists as they let us through without let 

or hindrance, as it says on the passport. Stopping for 

lunch in a small town we were surprised to be 

advised by a local to move our machines so that 

they were in full view at all times. Perhaps Slovakia is 

less law abiding than the delightful country it appears 

to be.” 

The 4th and final part will follow in the next issue 

 

NO DEAL BREXIT – WHAT WILL IT MEAN TO US? 
A “No deal” Brexit will have an impact on almost all 

of the motorcycling community sooner or later. 

Driving Licences 

From Jan 1st, in addition to your UK licence you will 

need an International Driving Permit (IDP) to ride in 

Europe. At £5.50, they are not expensive, but there 

are 3 types and you need to make sure you have the 

correct one(s). You can buy them over the counter 

at the Post Office. To learn more, check out the DVLA 

website https://www.gov.uk/driving-abroad/get-an-

idp 

Health Insurance 

From Jan 1st, the current EHIC will no longer be valid. 

This means the free health and emergency cover UK 

residents currently have in EU countries will cease to 

exist. 

You should consider buying personal travel and 

healthcare insurance to ensure you have adequate 

cover for any medical treatment and possible re-

patriation. 

Green Cards 

The old-style Green Cards will be needed once 

again to show you have valid insurance to cover you 

against a third party claim while driving/riding. It will 

need to be shown on request to a police or customs 

officer, in the event of an accident, or possibly at 

border checkpoints. There aren’t really any green 

cards but there are paper documents which should 

be printed on green paper. 

Passport 

If your pasport has less than 6 months remainng 

before expiry, you may be refused entry into many 

EEC Countries. There is an exemption list, but it is 

probably best just to renew early. 

Buying and selling 

If you’re not thinking of travelling in the near future, 

you may be asking, “What’s this got to do with me?” 

Well if you sell on eBay for shipment outside the UK, 

from Jan 1st you will need to complete a customs 

form to accompany every parcel you send. 

Previously, only Non-EEC Countries have required 

this.  The forms, CN22 or CN23, are available free of 

charge from a Post office, or sites like eBay will 

automatically provide one if you ship through them. 

Be aware that your buyer will usually have to pay 

import duty before or when their parcel is delivered.  

Customs & Handling charges 

If you buy parts or literature from European vendors 

directly or through sites such as eBay, you will have to 

pay import duty, based on whatever arrangemnets 

currently apply to trading with the UK. The carrier, will 

act as the collecting agent for H.M. Revenue & 

Customs and will usually charge a handling fee on 

top - £8.00 per item for Royal Mail.  

 

   
Updates and other stuff can be found on our 

Facebook page – Feel free to add your views.  

https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire 

https://www.gov.uk/driving-abroad/get-an-idp
https://www.gov.uk/driving-abroad/get-an-idp
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire

